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Classification of meteorites provides an 
opportunity for undergraduate students to engage 

in space-related STEM research activities, by 
becoming skilled in the use of an optical 

microscope and familiar with the manipulation 
and evaluation of mineral-chemical data.

REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASSIFICATION:
• Meteorite Class and Petrographic Type

• Shock Stage

• Weathering Grade

Left: Classification 
chart for meteorites 
[1].

Bottom: 
Classification chart  
with criteria for 
determining 
petrographic type 
and two images 
comparing the 
texture (integration) 
of a type 3 ordinary 
chondrite to that of 
a type 6 ordinary 
chondrite, both 
images from [2].

Right: Table showing criteria for 
different shock stages in ordinary 
chondrites [3]. 
Above: Large olivine crystal, 
indicated by yellow arrow, showing 
mosaic extinction and multiple sets 
of planar fractures. Image taken in 
cross-polarized light by Lichen 
McHenry.

Above: Criteria for weathering 
grade from [4].
Right: Reflected light image 
showing metal (M) and troilite (S) 
being replace by iron 
hydroxides/weathering product 
(W). Scale bar is 1 mm. Image by 
Nicole Bintliff.
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Hayden Babst Nicole Bintliff Lichen McHenry
My interest in space and planetary science began at a young age. Fed by a 

steady supply of Golden Age science fiction novels, the interest eventually evolved 
into a firm decision to pursue a career within the field. I studied the Earth, the 
planets, their moons, and the asteroids but I felt a shift in my understanding of the 
Solar System when I began to learn more about meteorites in all of their diversity. 
Asteroids and other bodies can be studied remotely via various type of telescopes 
but this data, as of yet, pales in comparison to the petrologic, petrographic, 
chemical, and isotope information that has been compiled from an ever-growing 
body of tens of thousands of classified meteorites.

I felt a similar shift in understanding when I began to analyze the petrographic 
and mineralogical properties of my samples in the Cascadia Meteorite Lab. 
Reading papers and memorizing the attributes important for classification was 
vital for my examination but hands-on experience with microscopes and thin 
sections solidified this knowledge in a unique and important way.

It is easy to make assumptions about meteorites if looking at a classification 
scheme without studying individual samples. Analyzing meteorites in the lab has 
shown me that some of the classification boundaries are less strict than they may 
appear in a table. Meteorites do not always fit nicely within a class or along the 
weathering or shock scale (especially when a sample contains obviously separate 
lithologies). Educated interpretation is crucial to meteorite classification, as is so 
much of geology.

This experience was crucial to my advancement into the STEM field as I was 
able to receive hands-on learning to broaden my understanding of chondrites. 
Using the plane, crossed, and reflected polarization on the optical microscopy, 
I was able to become more familiar with the classifications of weathering 
grades based on the disintegration and characteristics of my analyzed 
samples. Each progressive stage of weathering gives valuable information 
about the terrestrial age and fall rate of the sample, providing essential data 
for meteorite research. I was able to gain the confidence and skills needed for 
conducting research in a STEM field, as well as an appreciation for the 
promotion for public awareness on the advancing research of meteorites.

While working with the Cascadia Meteorite Lab I gained experience 
using the optical microscope and SEM. With the optical microscope 
and Photoshop I learned how to produce magnified mosaic images of 
thin sections to aid in classifying weathering grade. Using the optical 
microscope I learned how to use crossed-polarized light to determine 
shock stage of olivine’s in sample. Using the SEM I learned how to 
produce chemical maps and gather chemical data for classification. 
I’ve had a great experience acquiring new skills and learning about 
the classification process from CML. 

Thin section mosaics obtained with an optical microscope.  Left: Plane-polarized transmitted light; right: 
reflected light. 

CML 1314 – now officially Northwest Africa (NWA) 14913

Chemical map obtained using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Olivine=bright green; low-Ca 
pyroxene=dull brownish green; high-Ca pyroxene=brick red; feldspar/glass=dark purple; 

chromite=hot pink; metal/ironhydroxides=blue; troilite (FeS)=yellow; phosphates=orange.

Petrography: The thin section is badly stained and crosscut by 
numerous weathering veins and fractures. Silicates are coarse -
grained and a few barely discernible chondrules are visible.

Geochemistry: Olivine: Fa24.4±0.5, N=29; Low-Ca pyroxene: 
Fs20.5±0.2Wo1.4±0.2, N=14; Plagioclase feldspar: 
Ab83.0±1.7An10.2±1.1Or6.7±1.4, N=11. 

Classification: Ordinary chondrite, L6 S4 W3

CML 0627 – now officially Northwest Africa (NWA) 14910

CML 0629– now officially Northwest Africa (NWA) 14911

Petrography: Two lithologies are visible in thin section that correspond to the 
light and dark lithologies observed in hand specimen. The host lithology shows 
abundant chondrules and remnant metal and troilite grains, with extensive 
veins composed of hydrated Fe oxides. All of the large olivine grains examined 
for deformation features have undulose extinction, with a majority having 
planar fractures, consistent with a weakly shocked (S3) chondrite. The dark 
lithology contains large (50-200 microns across) zoned olivine grains set in a 
fine-grained matrix composed of glass and crystallites.  Rounded metal-sulfide 
globules have a cellular texture similar to that found in rapidly cooled melts. A 
concentration of metal and weathered metal occurs at the contact between the 
host lithology and the melt lithology.

Geochemistry: Geochemistry: Host olivine: Fa18.3±0.2, N=24; Host 
low-Ca pyroxene: Fs16.3±0.2Wo1.2±0.1, N=22. Olivine in melt lithology: 
Fa16.1±3.1, N=8. 

Classification: Ordinary chondrite, H5 W3

Petrography: There is a well-developed fusion crust (up to 0.5 mm thick) on the 
two longer edges of the sample in thin section. The texture is coarse-grained, 
with a few barely discernible chondrules.  Dark veins cross the section; in 
reflected light, these contain numerous small blebs of troilite and weathering 
product. Small grains of maskelynite were observed. In BSE imaging, the dark 
veins contain silicate melt with a few zoned grains and numerous blebs of 
metal/sulfide/weathering product having a cellular texture.

Geochemistry: Fa24.5±0.6, N=12; Low-Ca pyx: Fs20.8±0.2Wo1.2±0.2, N=8

Classification: Ordinary chondrite, L6 S4 W2

Top left: Reflected light mosaic showing weathering and depletion of metal in the shock melt clast 
on right. Top right: Mosaic taken in cross-polarized light; olivine in host is deformed while olivine in 

melt clast is not. Bottom left: Reflected light image of metal/sulfide droplet with an intergrowth 
texture indicative of rapid cooling; Bottom right: Chemical map obtained with the SEM showing a 
smaller metal (light blue)/troilite (yellow) droplet. Olivine (green) is zoned and generally fracture-

free, and is set in a matrix of feldspathic glass (dark purple) containing numerous small crystallites.

Top left: Reflected light 
image of metal/sulfide 
droplets in melt veins. Top 
right: The same area in a 
backscattered electron 
(BSE) image; silicates are 
gray with olivine lightest, 
pyroxene intermediate, 
and feldspathic material 
darkest-scale bar is 250 
microns.  Bottom left: 
Chemical map of a melt 
area showing metal/sulfide 
droplets and new crystal 
growth (scale bar 50 
microns). Bottom right: 
Chemical map of section 
edge showing typical 
texture of section and 
fusion crust along right 
edge.

https://curator.jsc.nasa.gov/education/classification.cfm

